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TAKE IT OR LJATS IT
Did you ever vronder just how
gay were the 'Gay Mneties*? As
far as the Mondadnock Hegion of
ITew Hampshire is concerned, they
vrere very gay indeed.
rf^/y'
i
'>-'
Have heen
\ r^f
'/ scanning the first issues of the
^
r^
"^XvC^^K \
Keene lilvening Sentenel which hegan
V
/?y/
^> j;r / puhlffiation in Octoher of I889 - the
y//
^j"^// veekly Sentenel, published "by the same
;)
-^.''
commny "began in the late 179^ 's, and I
hope to get at them soon - and after reading microfilm copies throii^ Decemher 31st,
1392 I have three stenographer's notehooks full
of accounts of dances held in this area alone, and several accounts contained 'Order of Dances**
Among the more
interesting bits of data thus gleaned are an accoimt of
a Ifitchsn Junlcet to end all Kitchen Junkets, which you
will be reading about in this magazine real soon; and
the fact the.t the next toim south of J.qqvj?. - S^'^anzoy celebrated yearly a night of da.ncing which they called
"The Old Line Dance" featuring contra dances as you
would expect from its name. One quadrille and one waltz
were danced, the rest all being contras, with the first
one being 'Money Musk'
The 'Douhle Lanciers' seemed to
"be a prime favorite vrith the dancers of Keene in those
days and the Of ford Minuet' T^as the round dance hit of
the period.
Yes, it's fun to hunt, and this page has "been
written with the idea in mind of interesting others in
trying their hand at the same kind of thing. I'll gladly swap information with anyone who does so.
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A few Jimlcets ago I explained ht3w past contras
divide fairly nat-orally into two tjrpes - the really
old ones before I850 (to "be exact, about I78O to 1820)
and the not-so-old ones after I850, Most of the wellknown ones are not— so- old, though 'Money Mxtsk* and
half a dozen others do go back to the earlier period.
Since then I*^e been looking throiogh as many doc-umants
from the first period as I can lay my hands on (with
the help of Itelph, Dick Castner and Professor S. FosThis is a warning to anyone who believes
ter Damon),
that history is bunk or dry, to stop reading here,
I*ve mimbered paragraphs according to the docnmants
they deal with, as a kind of reference-system. Ivf'umbers
denote MSS; letters denote printed books.
earliest dociraient is dated Jteb, 12th,
1783; belonged to Clement Weeks of Greenland, IT.H. and
(1) The

contains fifty-fotir dances, gross. The net total is a
little less: Mr Weeks wrote a few out twice. The ntim"ber of titles is still less, "be cause several times two
different dance's have the same name - three dances are.
called 'Lily', Not many of the dances seem to have had
a long life.
The only ones which occur later in mf
list are:
'College Hornpipe 2, 5» M
Jack's Alive
E
Allemande Sv/iss 2, 3, 5» M
Soldier»s Joy 2, 5,. B', I, J
Boston's Delight ^
The Lily' S
The *Gbllege Bopnptpe* and 'Soldier's Joy' are hot the same as the dances of thc-ss
nfmes in the later period.
Only one of Week's three
'Lilies' crops up again,
(2) Next is Asa ¥illcox'g Book of Piguree, 1?93>
found in a Connecticut attic; it contains forty contras (and three cotillions), Mr vJillBOX seems to have
he en more in the main strea-m of events than Mr Weeks;
twenty-ei^t of Ms dances occur later. It would take
too long to list all of them, hut here are the d-ocumcnts they caae in: six in 3, twelve in 5» ten in B,
six in J, three in L, twelve in M, and one each in ^,
5, I, and Z - thou^ the singletons are scarcely worth
listing.
There are also of course, the three we saw
earlier in (l), I haven't counted 'Jisher's Hornpipe*,
which occurs so often that its appearance in any particular place doesn't amount to much.

We mustn't jump to the conclusion that the great-est numher of shared dances means the greatest resemblance with the Will cox MS; we must allow for the different sizes of the documents, Por instance^, 5 and M
each have twelve Willcox dances, hut M contains 223
dances altogether, whereas 5 (the Shepley MS) has only
fifty-five.
This is an unusually high proportion for.
two first-period documents to shr,re - though it would
not he at all remarkable in the second period.
(3) Next

comes the

Mussoy ca.ll-hook, which ends

"from Thos, or Moses Miissey to his sister Betsy a"boat
1795 » mother of Moses Noyes", though it also says "Lucey Mussey's hook, hefore 1790" » hoth remarks "being
forty-two dances; five occur
pencilled in.
It has
a^in in 5» fi've in M, and three in I. Again, I have
left out one common dance; this time 'Chorus Jig'.
(4-) Next we have a MS with the name "Jos® Merrill
Topsham, Hovember r7th, 1795" the original document is
a handmade notehook, property of the Pejepscot His tori
cal Society in Brunswick, Maine. There are twenty-four
numhered dances, followed hy six unnumhered ones "written in what seems to he the same hand but different
ink and less careiiilly done" to quote a remark written
The last six dances are:
pre5uiiia''olyj >." the
copier.
'Don lis CO -^-nd ^The Douhtful Shepherd*, which are al»Hiaithful Shepherd' which is in 3, S, and M;
so in 2;
two
the
we fo-ond in 1; a-nd ^iHlscher's Hornpipe'. This,
incidently, is a correct spelling, though Mr Pischer
was later anglicized to Eisher. Thus these six dances
are old friends. But the first twenty-four are new to
America, They are in fact, the dances in a British annual puhlication: the 1793 edition of Thompson, Six of
them occur later (in A and M),
'

Through most of the eighteenth century many 2nglish music publishers each produced annual volumes of
"Tv/enty-f our E'ew Country Dances Jot the Year so-andso"; Thompson's were one of them* If you do historical English country da^ncing (i,e* Playford &c) you
containing 'The Dressed
will know the 'Apted Book^
These are reconstrucShip*, 'S^ndango', and so on.
tions of dances selected from Thompson's collections
for 1773 throu^ 1780, together with some from a, simi,

lar firm (Straight).

Here v/e have a link "between English and American
dancing: a couple of dozen English dances enter the Am
erican repertoire. There is also a link v;ith Scotland,
not direct, "but quite interesting; not with eighteenth
century dancing, "but with twentieth century dancing.
Besides the annual two-dozens, some music poblishers
produced sollections each of 200 dances, Thompson's
produced four, the first in 1751 (reprinted 1758) • In
19^-7 and 19^9 the Eoj^l Scottish Country IDance Society
published reconstructions of six dances from it: ^Miss
Nancy Frowns', ^She's O'er Young to Marry Yet', 'The
Bonniest Le^ss In All the World', Jemmy's 5te,ncy'
'LamTD Skinnet', and -l-hc '.Th'j.tched House •
They "became
quite popiilar amorig ?.oyc.i licottish Country Dancers, especially the first, ai-oond, and fifth* There is nothing particularly Scottish ah out them - none of the figures, for instance, like "set to and turn corners and
reels of three 8.t the sides", idiich occur in Scottish
dances hut not in English (or American) ones.
Kor do
they s&em a.s lively as a real Scottish dance. The person who, according to a past 'Junket', didn't
like
Yankee dances he cause they were "too much stand still,
too much hack and up" shordd give "Lamh Skinnet" a
wide "berth: it is a 32 measure dance ijji v;hich the second couple do nothing for txirenty-four measures, and
the third couple do nothing at all « The title page gf
hook reads " Complete Collection
tlie
of 200 Javorite Country Dances Per/'i
formed at Court, Bath, Tonhridge, and L'<
All Public Assemhlies" . - no mention of
any Scottish venue. ('The Coijirt did not
,<'-'ti--'^'''.^"^rt
meet in Scotland at this time - the
.^iS^£^';'-'c2_iV^^
Jacobite rising had been supressed in''
^^':'y'0^
17^6, and no British monarch visited
;:^-.V?'^'^f^>4v
Scotland until George V^ (^wearing
^t/^^^B>^S^^^
t^j^'
tights under his kilt) did so in 1826). ^^"O*''"'
To fit Scottish-style steps the music hs.s had
to be altered in all but ^Lamb Skinnet' and 'Miss Ifeincy Frowns',
The tunes 'The Bonniest Lass In All the
World', Jemmy's 5^ncy' and 'The Thatched House ,. have
been replaced by 'Miss Coxe's Strathspey', 'Lord Sea'

,^^

'

forth', and ^'-IcVicar 's Strathspey' resipectively; and
the rhythm of 'She's O'er Young to Marry Yet' has "been
altered.
These changes, together i-jith the spellirig
"ower" for "O'er", and the translation of 'Jemmj^' into
'Jimmy' and of 'The Thatch'd House' into 'The Theekit
Hoose' certainly give the dances a Scottish lookThere are some who (presunahly "being familiar with
Burn's "Wee sleekit cowering timorous "beastie" and
such) think that "lamh skinnet" is a Scottish term for
something or other - "skinned lamh" presumahly. It is
in fact the amglicized form of 'Lansquenef, a French
C8.rd game -pt:pr_lar -at the time^ ("Lansquenet'^ in French
actios.lly ^-r^aa-its -;% 'i^lnd. of -soldier, and is a
gallicized
form o:^ riie TTsrman -^^o-rd "Lanzknecht"), The dance is
Bctvsll^ -^s^.Tied ^^Xansquenet" Im the 1751 printing. But
scane Scots today do
trilF; axl '5,.dds -up to the fact that
dances of the same "type as AinwriGans did yesterday.

^^
""^

seem to ha-ve dvif- ^r-*^
<^
ted aT'.^y from eontras to e-syicl-'^ --r?^ogy (one of the fascinating
r^"^-^^ >S*
—
•-:5
things about dance history ^
"^
—
^*
—
is the n-omber of odd by•ways it leads to)', so let
^ ^ ^_^
-/—->-. ^
^^'=^us get bask to crar next ms n-^^
uscript, that of iJancy She pl~^^v --^^-^
^,r
^^
ley of Pepperell, Mass. the dete
^
_^
.^' /
^^ ,n^
of v'hich according to ProfcS-<i
"
^
soc Damon, is about 1795 • dances occt^
later in B (eight), J (six), 1 (six), a-nd M (thirty ~
one. This means that of the fifty-five da.nces in the
Shepley MS no fewer than forty- three are in Otsego which we shall see later is a composite compilation,
and in my reference, system is jnade up of J^LfM - Further, in phraseology, Shepley is miich more liker a book
than a t^'pical MS. These facts wo-old both he p^ccountod
of
for if Ila.ncy Shepley had act-ually got hold of one
the sources from which Otsego was compiled, and if her
Its
ma.nuscript vjas a, copy thereof: what gives a "MS
characteristic look is that us-ually the' descriptions
are in the v/ridsers own words. There is often some pret
ty folksy spelling and punctuation, too. To illustrate
this, let us have a look at 'Allemande Swiss' as des(5)
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cribed in various soiirces:-

Weeks MS (l) Allez man de Swiss

-

Allez man with the second l&Ay -ff the
lady with the second man -—- lead down ^ 2d cou. do the
same z~z hands ro-ond six fi. right and left at top.
Will cox MS (2) Alemand Swiss

..

-.

Pirst gentm. alema,nd with second lady his
second gentm. lead down two couple up again ca,st down one couple six hands half round "back again right 5; left at top.
jsurtner with

I"us.!S5'- IIS

(3) Alamand Swiss

The first gent, alamand x^rith the second
lady & first lady with 2nd gentleman, doTiim in the
middle up a^in, cast off 1 couple, ^ hands half •r.oijTu.d
"back again right and left.

Merrill

I^IS

(^) Allemand Twist

_

The first gentleman allemand with the sec
ond lady the first lady do the same down the middle up
again, cast off; one couple right and left.

Shepley MS (5) Allemand Swiss
First gent, allemand reverse with 2d lady
his partner the same with second gent., lead dovm 2
coup, up ags-in, cast off down 1 coup, hands 6 half
round, hack a^in, right & left.
^

Otsego (M) Allemand Swiss

-

Urst gentleman allamand reversed V7ith sec
ond lady, second gentleman do the same with first lady,
lead down two couple, up again, cs,st off one couple,
six hands half round, "back a^in, right and left.
This also

shows the extent to which descriptions

vary from source to source - and the dances themselves;
you'll notice that the Mussey version has 'circle four'
and the Merrill version nothing where the others have
'circle six'. The resemhlance "between the Shepley and
Otsego versions is striking.
In other dances it is
even more striking: 'Sixteenth of May', for instance,
is word-for-word the same in the two documents
The reasons why I don't think that Nancy Shepley
copied the dances out of Otsego itself are (1) Otsego
is dated 1508, and Professor Damon's dating of Shepley is hardlii likely tor T3e 13 years out, and (2) the
dances in Otsego are in alpha'betics-l order, so if they
were copied the copy would alinr^st certainly "be in alphahetical order too.

(6) Okxc next MS, Suth Parker's is a good ^bit la*
ter - 1802.
In fact, v/e are jkm out of chronological
ordsr, -he cause there are some books "before this. But
it is convenient to keep the I^iSS together. Out of four
teen dances, only four occur again, three of them ia M
and all with variations. So this manuscript is ra^ther
individual.
(A) I have not seen the first American dance "book
pu"blished in Providence, H, I. in 1788, "by. the famous
John Griffith — for more information 8."bout him see S.
Poster Damon's History of Square Da.ncing . According to
this pamphlet, the second dance hook was a complete re
writing, retaining only four dances from the first
hook - one of which was 'Fisher's Hornpipe'. It xvas re
printed a numher of times, the first printing being at
Northampton, Mass, in 179^> ^-^^ containing thirty-tvro
dances. A ^re print at Worcester in I8OO lacks the last
three ('Step to Ireland', 'La Theodore', and 'Dunklin
House')..
The appendix to a song-book called The Sky-

lark or G-entleman's and Ladies^ Complete Songster ....
Collection of the Newest Cotillions and
Country Dances consists of the original edition plxis
six dances (at the end) taken word-for-word from 4 i.e, as lire have seen, evfent-ually from the English iDOok
Thompson 1793. These dances appear later in M (1808),
so they seem to have had a long life in the ccjntry of
their adoption.
Containinig: a

,

The appendix to another song-hook called The Echo
or Federal Songrster (1798) consists of seventeen dances selected from Griffith's "be ok, Finally, another re
print - Worcester, 1800 - a copy of which is in the
]^Tew York Public Library, consists of all the dances in
the original edition, plus the six English oiies
plus
twenty-nine out of thirty-six dances in J. Sor ;iae- out
Griffith's pulDlics-tions is as much "book hietory as it
is dance history.
,

Later occurrences include eleven in B, ten in F,
and eighteen in M.

tS^.

ly^t
(B) The next hook
makes the Griffith sitna
4^ y^J
tion even more complica- ''•'
rt:~""V^i
ted. It is The Gentle\-"i'f''--'\^>0^
%^^^v.
man's arji Ladies' Gompa n- \^:'\]:-:\ ^'O^-^s^S-^rdyf^JiY
p^\^-^
ion; Con t aining the Iviewest /
'v\y /K
Cotillions and Co-gntry Dan /S^"; ;';^;r6-f^{f( \ -v'// V:^
ces, and appeared in Hor- ":!.v:-':'j;N^
v^'"^^ /V^'
wich. Conn., in 1798; the second
N^nir^--^
(identical) edition at Stoning ton-point in
/
the same year. It is not a reprint of the
Griffith "book, hut the first eleven dances are taken
word-for-v7ord frcsn it. These dances occur in other pla
ces too; in fa.ct, they (and the twelfth dance) seem to
of
one
"be generally popular. 'Fisher's Hornpipe' ;is
them. Another is ''Allemand Swiss', hut not the same as
hefore; you'll find it on page 32 of Northern Junket,
vol. 5» no. 10, if you \^nt to compare the two. In A,
it appeared as "Allemand Swiss" (with a new figure)" hut B lea^ves out the phrase "(with a new figure)". M
gives hoth Allemand Swisses,
l-^.

^^^^
:''•:-::•:

'

R
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1

'

'
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The next thirty-eight dances are pretty well B's
only two of them ucciir in other dociaments on my
list - Constancy' (A,E,M) and ^Maid of the Oak' (5,M).
Then come a "batch of ten dances eight of which occiir
elsewhere - in fact seven of them occiir in 1. Of the
remaining eighteen dances all hut four are in B only.
The later occ-urrence list id D, three; E, three; J,
three; J, four; L, four; M, twelve; plus, as usual,
ovrn:

f

,

^Mshers Hornpipe'.
This "book contains the first

American description I've seen of a
Money Musk, hut it is not the famous
dance of ths..t na.me. It consists of a
circle six, a "balance and turn hy
r
the first two men, ditto hy the
girls, and the us-;jel1 down- the -niddle-.
and-up-and- cas t- off-and-r i ght -andleft ending. There is another 'Money
Musk' in D and 3', and yet another in G; but not til H
(1803) do we meet the well-known one,
order "by one year in order to
Griffith hooks and the ones Tn.rhich crih from
them together. Let us go hack nmr to 1797 "to The Amer
ican Ladies Pocket Book
This is another import twelve out of the fifteen da.nces ccHne from Thompson
1796 (which contains only twelve dances instead of the
•usus,l twenty-four)*
ITone of the fifteen seem to occur
again, I donH Iniow ^^Thexe the odd three came from.
(C) I got out of

keep the

»

t.

(D) a Hew Collection of Country Dances for the
Use of Dancing As semhlies 1799 Leominster, Mass, con
tains twenty-four dances. It starts right in with 51sh
er's Hornpipe'; and most of the dances seem to he fair
However, the only hook v/hich shares more
ly common.
than three dances with this one is Z, which shares eleven - nearly half. Most of them are pretty well wordfor-v/ord copies too.
,

»

(E) In the same yeaT
1799 appeared A Collection
Contra Dances of Late, Approved, and ^Eb.shi ona.hle
Mgures, Walpole, l^eH, (I wonder just how a figure he,

of

»

11
came "approved".
"Late", of course, meant "recent").
This is another import, inrpart.
Of the first twentydances, sixteen are from Thompson, 179^. The Thompson
I saw, had a few
pages torn away, so the chances are
that the
other fo-ur were on them, and that Walpole
starts simply with a copy, of the Thompson "book, (it
seems to have taken five years for them to get into
print in America).
Further, the last nine dances in
Walpole, are straight from A: they are the 1st, 3rd,
4th, 5th, 7th, 10th, 15th, l6th> and' 18th dances in A,
respectively. So the author seems to have gone throu^
the first eighteen dances in A, selected half of them,
and ^^Titten them downXword^foir-word) in the actual or
der in which they appeared in A,
Between the first
tvrenty r -ic. the last nine dances
there are twenty more
T/^iich seem not ps-rticularly common and not particularOf the dances frcm Thomison, sixteen appear
ly r&re.
later in Otsego (1803), so again English dances seem
to have gotten well into the American repertoire.
(?) llext we have A Ilevr Collection of
Country Dances for 1799 hy John Burhank,
published in 1800- in Erookfield, Mass. As
we saw under A, nearly all of these got incorporated in one of the A reprints (wordfor-word and in the same order). The ones
left out are 'Marchioness' (which Burhank
spells "Marsheonis")
'The Orange Tree',
The Hum our of B os t on
' C ornplant er
All
Goes Right*, 'Boston Assembly' and 'Washington Forever'. Of these, the last five
were already in A, and there was another
dance called 'The Orange Tree' already in A.
Ifhy 'Marchioness' got left out I don't knovj,
(42id» ,al
though 'Sea Flov/er' was already in A it was not left
out, so this particular version of A contains 'Sea Flo
»

,

'

,

'

'

,

'

,

wer' twice),.
(F) Shares ten dances vrith H and six with J.
(G) a Choice Collection of Contra Dances, Principally Composed "by P« Rice, for the Use of Dancing
Schools, Harvard, Mass. was published in 1801 and cost

12
I wish they
co|tld do them at that ptice today.
Not many of Mr. Itice-'s twenty-six dances as.ught on.
\'Jlth one
exception, ^Hiimours of the Priest-house' those few dances from this "book which are heard of again had occurred already in earlier "books, and so pre
siimahly are not among Mr Rice^s own compos itid)n&. He
seemed to like the popular tunes - nearly all his
titles are familiar, 'b-iit often to unfamiliar figures.
He has for instance, an 'Opera Reel* and a 'Money Musk'
He ^/as fond of the
hut q^uite -onlike the usual ones.
rigadoon step - it comes fiTS times in his ^Money Musk'

lOi^.

There is e dance called _*!^3W Jersey' which appear
ed in B and 3 — a.nd ^--111 ':"-^"M!* r.g^.in in J and X, Rice
seems to have thG-;.rlit it -^r" '.r for only one state to
have a dance; in hi*? ^coi-: r,o- included ("besides 'New
'Rhode IsJersey' ) 'New Hampshire'.. '.'lL.ss£»chusetts'
'New York', 'Pennsyl
land', 'Maryland', 'Co^inecticut
vania', 'Delawr.rs', 'Yirginia', *'North of -South Carolina', 'Georgia', 'Yoniiont', and 'IZentucky' . These are
all the states which had Joined the Union by 1792.
i'ennessee joined in 179^, so it looks as
though per|iaps the
dances were composed "between 1792 anal 1796»
even though the "book was not published until 1801. Unless Rice just
forgot a"bout Tennessee.
,

' ,

(E) how we come to the hig--.

gest "book yet. There are eighty ^%
fou.r dances in The Ladios and
Gentleman's Companion, containing the I'Tewest Cotillions and
Country Dances, adapted to the
Ca-pacity of Hew Beginners and
those who have mcado con5idera"ble
Progress in their Course, to
which are added Instances of
111 Manners to' "be C?.re fully r~
'•^;"
Avoided "by the Youth of
'Both' Sexes
Dedham, Mass.
1803. The hit a"bout ill manners v^//4 '^^'
was cri'bhed from Griffith. Consid -^^S^'y':.-.'-'^
-...,.ering how "big the hook is, there
'"'•

,
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inare remarkalDly few dances of any particiilar
There is, however, a usefiil list of definiterest.
tions. The first is:- "Alamand - 4s to put one hand "be
hind and reach the other out sideways, matching another's presented in like manner, the arms interweaving
with them,"

Scottish dancers will recognize this as the "Tulloch Swing" position, and German da.ncers as "Ruckenfas
allemande is an interesting figure - or
STing" * The
perhaps I shoiild say an "interesting term", for the
word has denoted more than one figure in the history
The first description I've seen of it
of the danceo
text "book dated 176?, written "by
an
English
is in
Matthew ^^^Ich, or racher dra^^m "by him, for the figures a,i9 dorcribod "by diagrams. This particular grip
is net too Q%^y to draw, o.nd. whcin I. first' saw'-, Welch's
tho^-ight he -'/as
trying to show an ordinary
dis.gram I
another
hold.
look makes an attempt
crossed-hand
But
hold
more
likely. The diaat a pict-ijre of a T^olloch
gram is something like this:-

IT

^"'

denoted his dancers by spates, clubs, hearts,
American description,
ITow, the clear
and diamonds).
showing that this hold did actually exist in country
In Engla.nd we
dancing makes it practically certain.
find phrases like "tiorn corners with the allemande";
in America (in E, to he precise), we find "allemande
Later on - after 1800 - we find
contrary corners".
another figure called allemande in England: in a, hook
&.M.S. Chivers (1822) it is described as "turn
"by
your partner under yo-'or arm" . This figure is actually
a quadrille figure - hut several figures found their
the
way from qus.drilles into country dancing in
course of time (ladies chain is another), so we need
correct name is "pas
Its
not he surprised at that.
d'allamande" and the more careful writers used that.
It is not easy to tell Just when the new mea-ning came
Lots of phrases, such as "first gentleman allein.
mand with the second lady" could apply to either. So
interesting to see the figures surviving in Amit is
(^'^elch

•

erica - the description crops up again in Saltator,
1807 . Professor Damon savs that Griffith's "allemand"
signifies the "j^b d'allemande", but he gives no evidence for thi'S^ and I think he is i-irrong.

America has a striking variation I haven^t seen
in English Tsooks: ""allemande reversed". Pres-umably one
takes an all-emande position and then turns the other
way (e.g. anti-eloeio-rise if right arms are linked) so
that "both 6.aiicers go "baeki-ijards — as happens in the
ITorwe gis.n s choti;is che
Ganal Re inlander »
''

*

Two more variations are the first lady allenande round the second and. third ladies" (which comes
in L) and ^first, third, and fourth couple allerjende
round the second couple^' (which comes in 5)'
Ihese
two look a bit odd, and it^s possible that "a-llemande"
mea^nt something else there. The word certainly acquired a lot of meanings in the course of time. Besides
the two mentioned above and the one familiar in square
dancing, it also meant "back- to-back" in the writings
of the English dancing master Thomas ¥ilson (and, as
far as I know, only in his writings): and in nineteenth century Scotland there arose an a.ttractive figure
of this name, in the
co^jTse cf which
two couples
change places. It was found in three traditional dances (I believe that the American term is "survival dan
ces") - 'Peggy s Love», 'The Duthess of Atholl»s Slipper', and 'The Shepherd's Crook', Tliey are all strathspeys (and, incidently, a.11 among my favorite dances).
**

J

.

Other definitions are : Breza - cast; circinate hands round; demi-circinate - hands round halfway and
back again; dance- address - balance (it actually says
olivettes - a
"perform a set step as the Ballotte");
reel of threa; mullinett - hands across; pousette the usup.l one ( "to give both hands to partners 'by
couples and dance round each other in the time of
right and left; i)^omenade - one, or tiTTO hand turn;
choir - all the dancers in the set
,

(

to be continued

)
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the fiddler and
Yes
^^^
his "boys were there - ready and'*^'
willing. Tn.Q guests - personal friends
of mine hostess and host and also many of the townspeo
pie - came in family groups, or in vehicles full of hap
ly comrades. The reception line formed at the appointed
hour p.nd all present leisurely filed past,' 'extending
congratulations and hest wishes. Prohal^ly hy this time,
2/ou. hp>ve guessed that it was a wedding reception.
J

strains of a "beautiful Strauss wp.lts, the
After the usual proper
period of their dancing alone, others joined them^ .until the floor weuS comforta"bly filled. Automs^tically,
and without urging, a contra line formed and the groom
anno^cmced Lady ¥alpole's Heel* The music started, the
dance "began, and continued until the last inactive had
Ho prompter; no caller;
"become active, then stopped.
"bu-t a
contra danced as it shoTold "be - on the music
with every'body in step: a sight rarely seen in this
day and age.

To the

"bride and groom took the floor.

In the anteroom, hes.ps of delicious sandwiches
and plate upon plate of fancy iced caked, etc. plus
gallons of fruit punch, v;ere availa"ble to cool the hot

and satisfy the

h-iingry.

Following the contra,, sets formed for quadrilles.
had its own prompter, so several patterns
were being done simiiltaneoiisly to such music as Haste
To the I'.^edding, Soldiers Joy or My Love Is But A Lassie yet. The groom prompted the "Wedding Q,-uadrille" for
his set, hut other prompters who had never had a wedding, or bad had one too long ago to remember that
special number j used other patterns in true Uexf i2ngland style,
5fe,ch

set

ZL owing as smoothly a,^ one of our mountain brooks
the program moved on to Tnc. > Jig,, prompted by one of
Uew iungland^s finest for '-"-^nefit of those who were
-

..

unfamiliar with

""^tirrj^

•

co-^x-xtri'

cousins".

Then the <r:itting ci the wedding cake. By ancient
custom the bride and groom, with swords, cut themselves s. slice and ate it.
Then all present gathered
round to get their piece - the unmarried girls to take
home and put under their pillow with a wish before
they went to sleep, and the older married folks to eat
on the spot.
Then the bride threw her bridal bouquet
over her shoulder to the group of young spinsters set
to catch it,
Tow, as the stredns of Money lymsk came from the
fiddler ^s corner, the folks lined up, counted themselves off - with the hride and groom at the head of one
set. Again vre got along v/ithout benefit of xDrompter and that grand old contra was a splendid spectacle to
a
see as it wa.s danced in perfect time G,Ad. without
mistake from beginning to end.

About here, families with small, weary children
tak5.ng
their leave, but the others stayed for
another set of q-uadrilles, prompted as before from
the
floor, with each set having its own prompter" who
took the dancers through all three figiares of the set,
Then it X'\ras time for the last waltz.

be^n

All this didnH happen

seventy- five or a hundred
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years ago - it happened in the Chester, Now Hampshire,
Hown Hall on Septemljer 22, 1957, at the wedding recep
tion af Cynthia & Dudley Laufnian.

Bach and

every guest salutes the Laufmans for
simplicity of a long to "be rememhered
THADITIOML IT!^'/ E5FC-LAND J^STIYITY.
the

"beautiful

^

-^--^-^
.

T3y HOIVARD

M. SMITH

The Potsdam Polka Dots are fortunate to "be living
near the U.S« - Canadian "border, "because we can dance
"back and forth v;ith our nice
Canadian neighbors. Our
party is called "Canadian Mght" when fun and friendship reign supreme. Both Canadian and American leaders
choose dances that everyone ca.n enjoy; the idea iDeing
not how complicated ot high level, hut hovj v;ell the
figures are executed and (in true northern custom) the
style v/ith which the dances are danced.

The party "begins with a half hour of informal dan
cing, until everyone has arrived. Then the COrnadians
line up on one side of the hall, and the Americans on
the other »
The two lines march down the sides to the
head of the hall, turn tovjard the center and meet.
When the couples meet, each couple turns to form a
single line (Canadian left, American right, thus forming a new line of couples v/ith a Cfe.nadian lady and an
American gentleman, and an American lady with a Canadian gentleman). The march continues with each person
having a new partner, the sets are formed and the
-
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dance "oegins Following the first tip, the call is given "Three minutes to get acqiaainted with those in yo-ur
set", and throughout the rest of the evening you will
hear this call repeated several times. Other methods
of exchanging partners are "Scat and Scoot" from the
star formation^ and also the "promenade free".
.

Dances used are couples, folk, circles, squares,
reels and dances for threes. Refreshments are served
ahout 10:45, then more dancing, then "Good ITlghts" and
the high light of another dancing season is history.
Did you ever d€tnce when the call is in iPrench and your
partner translates for you? Tou don't know what you've
missed until you have done so„

nnrfi
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The kilts swirled, the hagpipes skirled and the sporrans
jounced and it was all as Scottish as haggis or heather or the
"burr oh a Scotsman's tongue,

r.'nnnnnnrinnnnr
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The Elack Tfatch Highland Regiment
from Scotland invaded the Boston Garden, ,^j
the night of Octoher 1st and from the
y
first trumpet fanfare enchanted a capacity audience of
Scots and wish- they-we re Scots, wi1:h its marches, rselfe
and highland flings.
''-'-/

They paraded up and dox-m the Garden floor to the
accompaniment of numerous flashhuLhs from amateur photographers - at times it .^seemed as if every other person there was possessed of a, camera with flash attachment - and put on a show that had flare, style, impeccahle military discipline, and it was all as redolent
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of Scotland as Ro'b'bie Bums poetry and as finished as
the product from the Scottish distilleries.
^

It is a dull sort of man who doesn't respond to a
hand, to a parade, to a hri^tly-garhed military outfit, and the audience attending was anything "But dull
and quiet.
Every seat in the Garden was taken and
scores of last-minute ticket huyers -waited vainly and
forlornly in the outer lobhy.

One small criticism can he made - the program had
the unavoidahle faij.t of heing too much of a good
There is just so much that one can do with a
thing.
Isand, and while hagpipe music is thrilling and inspiring for a time, tr.oss not "born in the misty highland?,
can grow weary of their monotonous drone.

The

pipers and drtmcners in the red Royal Stewart
hr ought the crowd to its feet as they made
their entrance, the white spats or leggings standing
out against the floor.

Tartan

The regimental hand i^tas most impressive in its
stately marches and hrisk regular tempo strides.
The small group of highland dancers did reels and
sword dances with an expertness found us-ually only in
These intricate, formal,
the professional dancer,.
quick-stepping dances, are masculine and vigoroios with
nothing of the effete, A fitting dance for a soldier*
zorozozoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxcxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoio

"SqUARE YOUR SETS"
Square and Eolk Dancer. $1.50 a
year
Ray Olson, Editor. 3302 15th St "A" Moline,. Ill,
xoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxo
TED SAHNELLA, 135 Parsons St. Brighton, Mass., has a
full line of EOLK: rk^HGIR LABEL REGCRDIITGS. The BEST
in folk and sq-uare dance records,
xoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxo
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At ths present time, in- I
^s%
'
in square dancing in
llev.''
Sea,land has vjaned complete
I2;
much to my scirr<5w. Looking
back, it -is easy to see that the i^^hole
•A
\ '^-:
story of sq-uare dancing x-jas hadly handled
out here by many of the Callers, Hcx-iever, it is s.lways
easy to be wise afterirjards and at least a lesson
xi/as
learned from the bungling tha^t did occur. I am quite
convinced tl-iat interest will revive in s. year or two's
time and the main thing is not to push it too soon. An
endeavor is being ms.de this winter to form small clubs
aga,in and gradually try to work up once more. A really
solid foundation of interested and keen square dancers
wherever
is necessary, and we will go out of our v^y
possible to foster the interest and make .new... dancers
welcome,
t-3r^p.t

.

.

.

Square, dancing came to a "head" so quickly durthe
years 1950-1953 that everyone was in too big a
ing
rush in many cases, to help beginners, and so many
callers seemed to be out to have a bigger crov/d than
his neighbour, with the result that no firm foundation
vjas laid.
However, as I have already said, the really
interested callers learned a lot =from the general mistakes, and v/ill. strive to do better next time«
'

have been particularly interested to notice
I
articles and items of interest dealing with Scottish
Coufitry Lancing in the "Junket". During the past three
"'
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years I have taken an active interest in this and find
that it takes up a good deal of my time.
Clubs are
flourishing, and overseas Scottish Country dancers say
that the standard of dancing is very high, without los
ing any of the friendly, relaxed atmosphere, which I
feel is a very important part of any recreation*
'<
y^ch 2/ear, during the Christ- o
_£"
mas vacation, at which time most
Hew Zealanders take their annijal
holidays, a summer school of country dancing, run very -mxch. on the
lines of your sq-uare dancing schools,
is held. Last Christma.s, three hraidred
dancers attended and instructions and
classes were held each cle,/. except Sundays, for a-ppr 02:i;:yitely
a fortnight. This is rea.ily hard
work I might say, s.s Christmas
out here is in the middle of our
summer, and the da^'^ were very
^, t^^^/,. .-.a
hot indeed. However, the excellent ^^,/-'-''^jy\
instructions, the opportunity of
'^=ifT \^'
meeting dancers from all over Hew Zealand, and the general holiday atmosphere all made the
S-ummer School of Scottish Country Dancing a wonderful
occasion,
:^^v'**

'

-'"

memher of the Tfollington Scottish Cciontry
I am a
Dance Club and each year we present a demonstration of
country dancing at the anniial Scot's Ball to an audLast year we danced "Prince
ience of 1,000 or more.
Charles of Edinhurgh" for the first time in New Zealand, and it was very well received. The dance reminds
me very much of our square dances, and for once my
"corner" seems to he in the right place - on my right I
As is customary here, we danced for the demons t rati ona reel, strathspey, and a jig.
Q,uite frequently we are called upon to give demon
strations and I feel that this is an excellent way to
"bring the dancing to the notice of the general puhlic.
In this ^/jay we have received a numher of nevj memhers -

people who have watched a demonstration and got the
to join in.
3n one occasion last year we demonstrated along xvith presentations frc«n the Irish, Dutch,
Polish and Maori dancers - very effective.
vj:g(^

Winter is settling in here, making dancing even
more popiilar. last i^/eekend gave -us a holiday - the Mon
day is a genei^l holiday for the Q;aeen^s Birthday, I
flev: across to the South Island and spend -the
weekend
in a most l)eaiitifiil spot - the i^arlh or ough Sounds, The
Sounds, are
compars.tively isolated, and in most parts
the only means of ti^nsportation is liy small motor
launches.
The bush and irjaterT'©.y£ a-re tmly heautiful
and the fishing is excellsnt.
The Sounds residents -^.re >::i;n ciancers, often trav
eling many, m^-ny miles in orls-r to enjoy a dance. It
is one of the ie%^ districts
ivhere the Lancers is alvjays
featured on the programme „
Of course the whole
family goes to a dance, and vjhen the little ones drop
off to sleep, they are taken cut to the launch and put
into hunlcs i^dth locked sides, and left to sleep.

At long, long last, I am enclosing the copy of
the Maori Stick Ga.mss that I promised you so long ago.
endeavoured to give the pronounciation of the
I have
various words, hut can*t guarantee that I have done so
Yo^^. x^ill see that it is very,
100 percent correctly,
very much like the Lummy Sticks you published in a
copy of Northern Junket some time hack.
(ed. note: ¥e*ll puhlish them next issue).

IL^lITCES

SEQiyi 'JOOBLiiEI)

Greatly enlarged and revised edition. Contains calls
for ^3 dances and 63 tunes, mostly in forms not generally knoxijn. $1.00 postpaid from
Norman Cazden, 84 Keeler Ave. Bridgeport, Conn.
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SIZE 0? TjP^Zlia ^s:^: A hall "barely large enough
has ad-vaiita^^es
o\r3r a
vast space, 'especially when
there's to Tse instruction, (l) Leaders and demoE^t raters can more ea,sily conmninicate, and (2) "by simply
"being phj'-sically close to each other, dancers develop
gro-jip feeling (empathy).
Thus it is often prefera'ble
not to fold "back t"ne partition "between gymnasia. Caller Jack IAc¥b.j of San Francisco, is proud of his orna
mental partition, mounted on casters ;" v;ith this he adjusts the size of his hall.
lU SIM-Iia ¥E LIEE TO I}A.NCE OUTDOORS; indeed where
there's general knoxirledge of American squares and contras
outdoors is fine for "both walking them and dancing them, Sut when a large group is to he instructed
in fundementals or in details; or when- spectators or
saboteurs are a prohlem, then consider operating indoors, at least until the series of dancing occasions
gains in stature.
The relatively new or meek leader
has the most to ^in.
,

"CIRCUIISTAIJCES ALTSR CASES" and there's yet anoth
consider.
Often an outdoor function is

er factor to

necessarily open to all comers. Some glihly say that
all dances should "be open. But the truth is that there
are pros and cons as well as local "circumstances".
Here is scope for someone to write an essay.

2^
SGH1J0CWIS3: Vis-ualizing clocks tir^s
GoTildnH we Ibe told to proceed roimd the hall in
CQMIvIOiT DIRECTION or Hm^IilRSE ."DIHECTIOITT
In a very few
words the latter idea can he distin^aished from "walking hacki'/ard'"^
CLOCHfiTISE]

me.

ALSO,, -migh-t n-ot a couple trr an
indiTidiial dancer
he instriieted t.tD revolve to the HIGHT, or to the LEST?
If soldieir^ ©axi imders-tand "Tight ahcrats faeei" so can
dancers,

WCED '^'^IzllTTB^ Iieadsrs ^7ho prepare themselves hefore meetl-ng" a grotrp — Tsless theml — need a I'/ord; an
8d-j.catio:i£l psychologist ctyuldn't furnish it. Can you?
HlR/ils'S

ing OOTTOB

a leader contemplates teach
JOl, It has four parts:

^rSE SI^nB-TIOlI:
^iXHI

heel-and-toe, etc
solo two-step (cr

chug step
I'valk)

(

co*

variant)

Goriple t^/fo-step

The chug step is isanifestly difficult. But the leader
has two-stepped mth his partner so often that he does
not anticlpa-te the trouhle his dancers will have with
this fourth and last part^
If he took stock, perhaps
he would plan a routine including schottische in hallroom position — Just hef ore CEJ, or et^en instead of it.

SHALL T^^E SAI TEAT THE PJnDE OJ CQTTOIT EYE JOE is
the two-stepping in couples? As the helmsman of a ship
must know. where are the deceptive reefs and the channels' throy^h or around t?iem, just so the well rehearsed lea,der of dancing must knoi^ where his sea,
looks
.smooth, hut may trap those whom he pilots - and him'.
self.
.

ANOTHER EEEE is the sevens of liAKilZICE. At worst,
leaders neatly and comfortable do sevens in their
sleep - hut permit neophytes to take eight or nine
painfully long steps instead of fourteen tiny and re^je.rding ones*
Bj not offering joXIy hut deliberate
warning, they unwittingly 8.dd to that list too long
^r^-— h^n^^ht "1-:1Y3 TO ZILL FOLK EANGIMr",

—
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m MOODY HAS

GOBEECTLY DEPLORED lengthy discus -

si on of "What is the right way to iDalance?" There are
many v^ys, each correct at some time or place. Conceding that, \ie may still ask, "Does it matter on which
foot one starts to halance?" Yes, starting the "balance
"by stepping on the right foot is
us-ually more convenient, "because whatever follows - "buzz-step swing, the
turn of Pat^nella or a Playford figure - is best started with the right foot on an accented musical note and right foot will "be available for such only if the
preceding "balance started with right foot. Eurther and
secondly, if "both partners start on the same foot the
action feels "better to them and looks "better to others
If this is regimentation, so is the custom of perform-*.
ing only one dance or rout ins' in ens hall at one time.
Exceptions to all this include the man's part of SUSAH«5 GAYOTTl, and some situations in Scottish country

dancing*
GLtEST
LEADER AT A HORZSHOP will "be h3,ppier
helpful if "briefed two or three weeks in advance. Has the hall pillars, accoustical pro"blems, or
ether pecu-liarities? I'Hiat is the tentative schedixLe of
events? ¥ill the occasion have a theme? luhat theme?
liJhat is the
level of experience of the dancers? Of
what routines and traditions have they already knowledge? So much for what the leader will expect.

THE
and more

.

AHD m^ni DO TIiE DANCEPuS HOPE EQR? An International hash?
If not, then in what dances or idioms would
they like instruction? Review? Polishing? If singing,
gaming, craft work or costume study is planned, what
part do they hope the invited leader to play?
IJO OITE DEIUES that assem'bling such data is a "bixrden; indeed, complete ansx^rers develop only as minds
meet on the spot. But "gaod times are planned!"

A m.T10¥ALLY OOTflT LEADER IS EXERCISED a"boiit
even "broader phase of planning. He compla-ined that
three engagements, each in a different community,
Tv'as expected to
suggest decorations, schedule of
ents, seasoning of the meat and much else - after

an
on

he
ev-

1^

.

arrived. But a single hiiman, during one weekend can do
only limited consiilting if he also leads danoing and
gets proper rest*
A grmip .shonld do mcst of its own
housekeeping, etc; or hire the leader for a ;-|)lanning
session, occurlng three or four weeks "before the workshop itself,
BUT W.Q GAIT S^IME that the escutcheon of this
leader is iznlslemished'?
¥as he entitled to doze in a
morris chair till the day of the workshop? ftr should
he have q^OiSstiGned and informed the group?

WOULD A q^TESTIOEiillll!; or checklist encourage and
speed such excharge?
If Tc^.i'd like to help prepare
such for p^lali cation, this zcIszlil "ill put you in
touch of others of like mind.
OBXiAKLZIS:^ K)IxK LilTOIi:^ .C^ LSOIl^ IT are concisely discussed hy Leslie Hs'-^srth in a series called
"Regaining TTaditionel I^nce" There are fe^n p^tges and
on each page a dozen suggestions. Some of the ideas
may never ha.ve he en voiced in America. Send two dollars in "bills to English Ifence and Song , 2 Regent's
Park Road, London, lUW. 1, England; order a "l6 month
membership starting '-Jith the issue of May/ June 195?" •
ounce
Postage to England: surface, 1 OFunce, 3 ^; air,
15^.
T¥0 l.INIJ^L(yrS 01- THE CLCSID G:R0UP: (l) Ho dancer
need relearn Hiserlou - or anything else - week after
week. (2) In the lack of su.ch boredom, dancers turn
over less rapidly; that is, the average dancer remains
in the group say two years rather than two months.
.,

-g-

\'JT,
0!T3E THOUr-HT: "How can people be so selfish as
to bar 'guests'? On the contrary, many closed groups
grocan themselves
technicallj^ and emotionally to serve
others - by holding 'open house', say monthly; occasionally helping the blind, a.ged, etc. to dance; or spon
soring s. beginners' class. Members of the sponsori.ng
group take turns at being host-pilots.
"

EniBMS JOR mCK ISSUES OE SQUARE
For those

DAIICE jyiilGAZBOS

callers and dancers who save their back is-
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sues of IT or them Jtmket or other dance puT^li cations,
here is a hint for keeping them together and clean.
You can find in many grocery stored and supermarkets,
"binders
designed for a series of cook hooks entitled
"Cooking Magic". They come packed two to a hox and can
he assembled in just a couple of minutes. Each hinder
holds 12 issues and sells for $.99 per box of 2. This
is a considerable saving over square dance publication
hinders at $1.50 or more each.
,

THROUGH POLESCSLLAITY any n^jmhers of contrihutops
can serve the common cause. T'/rite Yern Steensland, 41?
Vvaverly Ave, Syracuse 10, K,Y, This column also appears
in The !Folk- & Square Dance B^illetin .

PJCK£Y HOLD£j\i
Tour^s
Hickey Jlolden, square dance caller,
kno^sm internationally as the "Texas
^^PpCyt\
Whirlwind", hegins on llovem^er 1, 1957 (^r^l^^^r'.^iik
a 'round the vjorld tc-^xr to coTintries
V\jr -^-

0^w

in the Far Sast, Middle Ite-st and
vS$-^'^©'-'r^^Europe, Purpose of the trip is to ex- ^^^ J'^'^-^^
f- ^f^-^^i
change information and experience on
squs.re and folk da.ncing in particular
as i-rall as recreation a.nd leisure-time
activities in general.
-'^

Specific objectives are to see folk dances of many countries in their native habitat, to exchange authentic dances with music which
may have special interest to peoples of other countries; to meet folk dance and music people for exchange
of dances and ideas; and to learn v/hat role folk and
living
sq-oare dancir^ plays as a social resource for
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and vjorld understanding in the countries visited.
The itinerary starts in Japan for three weeks, thence
to Ta.i^A/an ( Formosa), for three weeks, thence around
the v/orld and luill prohahly include the following:
Burma, Cambodia, Oaylon, Egypt, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Jraji., Iraq^, Japan, Jordan, Laos, Lebanon, Malaj^, Fepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Sin^.pore, Syria,
Taiwan, Th8.ils.:n:d, Turkey and Yiet Ham,
On the v/ay
back he'll ^toj) "briefly in 'Belgl-am^ England, Prance,
Germs,ny, G-Tesae, Irela-nd, Italy., Uetherlands ,
Scotland 6i Switzerland,.
For the past ten years Hicksy xIiDlfL-Sja 'nn,^ 'bsiyn calling
for square dances and -f es tii^.ls
3a:-fi:.iSui:_g -i-:orkshops,
summer institutes, and giYir.^ s-^^Tri^-Dr to callers and
leaders throughout the Imitcl St- .tea and Canada.
In
February and I-fexch, 1957 j ^- completed a 12,000 mile
to^xr through 12 Caribbean, South and Central
American
countries, working with square dancers in Sx^anish .and
French, a.s well as English.
^^

Rickey Holden has recorded his calls on both Folkcraff
and Ma cGr egor labels.
He is author of a study, on con
tra ds.nces, smd a book dealing with the Art and Science of square dance calling.

mm YOU'RE
IT»S THE

irH?"/

IF IT.Y.C.
FOLIOLOES CENTER
for

Old & Hew Books On Folkmusic,
Fclkde.nce, Folklore, Jazz,
II' Records, Broadsides
Our Bulletin Board Lists All Folk Activities in H.Y.C
Write For Uy Hew Free 32 Page Catalogue
ISRAEL &. YOUHG
110 MacPcugal St,
Hew York 12, IT.Y,
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THH COUNTRY DAjNCH

we --jere younger, we -used to go
Out to the spring- floored studio "barn
Surrounded "by towering, air-scented pines,
And within earshot of the \i.?aterfiov/.
IfJhen

We danced away a

Sat'jirda^''

nis-ht

With the well-dressed s-^jLiiner people
And Iximbermer., considered local.
W3 danced to o-or delight.
To Money Musk xre did a shuffle clog,
TTfO fiddlers encouraged their violins,
And a string "bass player happily grinned
As his instrument sang a deep-throated song,

A piano
,

pla,yer^s shoulders swayed

With the music in dancers' heels,
And a prompter sang the Jigs and reels

To the music his musicians made,

A steel-gray haired accordion player
Coaxed forth from his instrument

A high-pitched stacatto, that sent
Thrills through the dancers there
The music echoed to the river
From the harn in the echoing pines,
And we danced a-^.-jay our Saturday times.
In the days when we were younger.

DUDLEY LAUMAN
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Pretty

Liueii

Music -

A33y

the

i-ray

Don iinnstTong called it at
Gamp

I-iaine

reel

Intro, chorus fi^ires

a:

ending ad

ills

Head two conples forward a"nd ljac>
Side two couples for^fl©,rd and 'h'B.-zK'
All four ladles grand efcs.in
Half way over and sv/ing
Head two ladles chain to the right
And si^'ing the cne j-oa^'ire fo-and
Head two couples pass throo^

Semrate
Stand

aro^^nd

^'^:ist

in^-o

focr in line
Joriva-rd eight and hack like that
G-irls cros? over for a left allemende
Allemande loft and a right and left grand
Ihrery other lady hy every other hand
Meet yo-;ir partner vr^lk right l^y
Swing the next one "by and hjr
Then promenade th^t lady home
th.ere,

Action -

ti-rice

#1

for heads - twice for sides
'-"f"

THE ROUICUP
pole: HilTGE II^rCSIVI/^TIOlT

PUBLISHET- 3T THE POLK UIKCE EEDEPJlTIOH OF MIIIIIESOTA
KETv/S OP MlNIiESOTA Al© SIBHOUIIDIilG TERHITOEY

$2.00 per year

Bos

^K)06

Unirersity Station, Minneapolis, Minnesota
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COMTRA DAMC£
;OCHECO HORIUPIPE

Suggested nnisic - Hopkin's Hornpipe
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Cocheco Eornpipe was originated "by Mai Hayden, Roches
ter, i^.K. one night when he
-^
>7as trying to remefcher
the
"grand right and left fo-ur" sequence of "(Queen's 5^torite" and came up with the "grand right & left six figure" . It is IiTOT a "beginner's contra.

3

«^
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GOCHEGO HOEIIPIPE
Couples l-^-y-ete. active
Cross over "before dance starts

Balance and swing the one iDelow
Dov/n the center vith your partner
Up the outside to Dlace
Grand right and left six
Right and left f oixr
* "Grand right and left six":

Active couples come up
the outside of th.e set to the position the^^ vere in at
the end of the "swing the one "below" . Ihey start the
grand right figure hy giving right hands to Uie persoh
they swung; at the same time co^aple 3 .--I've right hands
across the set to partners and ^'oin in xhe figure.
The '^ri^t and left four" figure is done "by the active
couples and the one a"bove them - the one they cast off.
MXXXXXXZZXXXXXXXJLXJLXXJUCXXJUOLX:^^
«
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H * Polkl oris tic Isaclsground of peoples and dances
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fOlK DAhlCE
TAITTOLI

-

Swedish

t?#if^

The Dance

formation:
In couples. Partners stand side "by side,
the
man on the left, woman on the right, the man "with his
right arm around his partner'^s ^^^B.±st, her left hand on
his right shoulder. Pree hands should he kept on hips.

Part A, (Measiore l) Both place the outside foot forward
vrith the toes raised, and at the same time leaning
the
"body slightly hs.ckifjard; hoth place the same foot
hack-

ward, so that the toe touches the floor "behind, and at
the same time lean the hody sli^tly forvjard.

(Meas« 2). Beginning with the outside foot, hoth dance
one polka step forwa.rd.

(Meas, 3—^). Repeat same as Meas. 1-2 starting with in
side foot.

(Meas, 5-8). Sepeat dance as in Meas,. 1-4.
Part' B. Msas, 1-7)- I^h takes his partner Tsy the waist
with "hoth hands, and she "puts "^oth hands on his shoulders. In this pcsitirn they d^n^^ around ii'^ith l4 step;
hops, mo-ving clocfe'lss in
:i il
circle, the man star
ting on left foot ana "rcm^zi kti the right.
-:.

(Meas, 8). Tlie 128,11 lifts his jxirtner high in the air she helps hv- mumping - and puts her down on his right
side.

Repeat the whole dance from the "beginning of Part A«
Continue the ^-darice as long as desired.
zoxcxoxox oxoxoxozoxoxoxoxoji ox oz ox oxcxQxox ox 0X0X0X031 0x0
LOT MS^iORlAL J^JW
The Lavrrence Y, Loy Memorial ?und has "been established
in szemory of Lavjrence Y, Loy, who vtb.s a nationally rec
ognized square dance leader in Massachusetts. The purpose of the fund is to aid potential leaders who have
the qualifications necessary for recreation leadership.
In order to qualify the man or woman m^ast like people,
and he billing to help them; have a pleasing personality with a sense of humor; and the ability a,nd training
to organize a recreational program for a group that he
or she may "be facing for the first time. A leader must
inspire confidence; he a"bls to maintain discipline with
out appea,ring to he a martinet; and have the necessary
scholaEtic requirements to qualify as a recreation leader. It is the hope of the Trustees t^t the Pond will
grow so that young people who have aspirations in this
direction .may he offered scholarships.
X ox ox ox ox ox ox OXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOX02D xoxoxoxoxoxoxoxox
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In the good old colonv da^^B
under the King
Lived a miller and a weaver and a little .Three Jolly rogues if Lynn.
tailor.

Ifhen we lived

Three
Three
Lived
Three

Jolly rogues
jolly rogues
a miller and
Jolly rogues

of Lynn,
of L;^Tin,

a weaver and a little
tailor.
of Lynn.

The miller he stole corn.
And the weaver he stole ys^rn,
And the little tailor he stole "broadcloth
?or to keep these three rogues v/arm.

To keep these three rogues warm.
To keep these three rogues -warm.
And the little tailor he stole hroadcloth
For to keep these three rogues wqrin.
The miller he drowned in his dam,
And the weaver he hanged in his yarn,
But the Devil got his paw on the little tailor
With his hroad'cloth under his arm.

With his

under
under
But the Devil got his paw
With his hroo/dcloth under
TsTDa.dcloth.
vTith his bro^.dcloth

his arm,
his arm.
on the little tailor
his ans-,
")

StgDAEE DAI?CE (^JZS i::V

O^G^IZE

For over a year, a group of dancers have "been working
hard on the idea of an association of cluhs. Many exploratory discussion meetings have "been held. Although
the proposed association is one for dancers, several
callers have "been asked to express an opinion on the
Other areas, such as
worthiness of such p. project.
Oklahoma aiui California, have been, contacted requesting information on their experience with such an idea.
The idea has heen cussed p.nd discussed to the extent
that no^Af comos the time for definite action. Sunds.y,
October 27, 1957, Bay Path Barn, Boylston, Mass. has
been chosen as the time and place for concerted action
Every square and round dance club is
for or against.
invited to send 3 delagates, with the authority to
vote, expressing the wishes of the club they represent.

very important that every club be represented at
this meeting x-,?hether for or against. A negp.tive opinion is just as necessary as a.n affirmative one. Regardless of v/hat any one club thinks of the idea, every
club shoiold be represented, out of respect for those
x^ho have spent the las,t year developing the idea.
It is

jjc
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- concliiBion -

Mentioning the Asahi Shiml)-an reminds me that I
must not "bring this account to a close vithout raa,king
note CI
some cf the things
that they did for us to
ma^ke the trip more
pleasant and comf crtahle in.eTery
vrsLy ITone of us will ever live long enou^ to adequate
ly thank them for all that v;as done for us.
.

You will recall that this enormous newspaper paid
all of our living expenses from the time vre landed in
T'okj-o until our
official tour was ended. In all, this
amounted to well over one million yen, which is a good
"bit of cash in any
currency!
Yet not once did they
ever qmhhle over anything.
Everything that we wished
for we got - immediately.
Everything was arranged for in advance; hotel a,nd
reservations; railivay tickejjs steamship tickets;
"bus fare; transportation
to and froii the teaching
classrooms.
Meals, sight-seeing trips, meetings with
people of local and national prominence, Nothing was
left to chance.
inn

;

All of this they did, and more that thej- did not
have to do. I'or insts.nce: they did not have to pay all
medical expenses for Mary Arji during the onlir time one

38
of us was ill; they did not have to arrange a wonderful "birthday party for l^Ielda - the most scrimptious
Chinese meal I ever tastedl; they did not have to take
us to the Kahuki theatre in Tokyo; they did not have
to arrange a falmlous
"geisha" party for us in the
same city; and most of all, they did not have to set
up the grounds of the Akasaka Prince Hotel for our official farexfell party, nor to give each of us an outright gift ojf 150 -QOO at the end of the trip.

A car >ias at our disposal tventyf our hours a ds.y, AlDOut half of the
sight-seeing 'tri;^ ir.^e did n.E^t tcike;;
arguing fatigjie as an excrjs:^-, .^-biiiS ^.«rsiS
time, up to a point, "r:t :;r^- if .^stUU
Tfl/as
the fact th^t ^vf- '-tea ^<e :f&ai
rushed around froci piece ti,o pla/ss..
The famous sights 01 Japan v.to ti^o
"breathtakingly "boF.utiiul to d© justice to hy simply riding past In an
automohile. Seme trips we did make,
of course, and they Kill always remain in our memories of Japan*
^Xx
Only one side- trip did we not
C ^•
like - the ail day train and l3'!js
^^'
ride to Mount As - an active -volcano'. I- wonder if any American newspaper v/ould do as much for a grc^ap' of
visiting Japanese dance teachers? I
doubt it very muchl

V

The only slip -up of programming
came on an overnight train ride to !"^agoya. We were supposed to have sleeping ac~'"'~"-;„j;
comodations hut ih^hoever was in charge of
so
that
when
making- the rsservations waited too long
six
available
for
they were made, hut one berth was
daypeople.
This meant that five of us rode in the
co8.ch section of a crowded and very cold train. It did
us no harm; we xirere beginning to think that the Asahi
Shimbun never made mista3ces. There must have been other "near misses" but ^je were not aware of them.
-',

So far I have mHntioned only the things that I
liked, and perhaps too many of my readers have thought
through out
that everything was "sweetness and light"
so.
Anyone
trip
to any
making a
the trip. This was not
as
different fromforeign cotmtry with a civilization
Japanese will enco-onter certain inccnvenotirs as the
iences . ¥e accepted these differences and inconveniences as graciously as ,iPossi"ble . I am sure that the next
two or three pa.ragraphs will offend none of oijr Japanese friends - they are a very understa>nding people.
I did not care ps.rticularly for the co-educational features of the toilet facilities in all places
visited, I never. got used to tbo almost total la^k of
chairs in most places, ro'; '-,0 s.leeping on the floor.
The other memhers cf ::i9 t-'cupo marvelled that I was
the first or second o le up i.i the morning and now it
may he told that the reason for this was two-fold: (l),
hy 7 a.m. I had such a backache that I was most ha^vvy
me
to get up, and (2) former experiences had tau.ght
that if I was not at the breakfast table before Jane
and Michael there was a notable lack of food

.

.

'

never lea.rned how to keep heel-less slippers on
and I never became by s.ny
means an expert 3.t using them anywhere. I never got ac
customed to the constant taking-off-and-putting-on of
shoes.
I

v;hen xvalking dov/n stairs,

could have done an even better
I believe that we
Job could we have stayed longer in each city visited say a week - and had the same 'people each class, each
day a
times the people who attended the morning
Iviany
class were never seen again, and the same might be
true of those ^•>rho came to the afternoon or evening
classes. The exception to thi-s -was in Sendai, v/here we
stayed three days and 75 percent of the people came to_.
every class
Man, you should have seen the last nights
party there I
quotes from "Thank You Deeply" our
account of the trip prepared so capably by

And now a few
official

Mary Ann Herma-n.

.

.

^+0

"Some of the elements of folk dance we
tried to leave in Japan were not so much con-/cern v/ith dance techniques, as with the spirit of the dance. ¥e foiind practically every
where teaching and dancing done to counts in
great seriousness « ¥e tried to introduce new
teaching techniques v/herehy people would
learn the dances quickly to music without
counting it -out - sort of exposure first to
music. Attempts were made to get the dancers
to sing as they danced; to use the various
:^m:mi
shouts and cs.lls as dons in the countries of jl:.":^
origin. Most of all we tried to get them to T
relax, smile, and to en^oy the dance with no •.-.:-—'
fear of making mistakes.
'-l'~/

}
'

J

i

•-<-•
"We tried to show that it w??.sn*t the
a person did, so much as how well he
did a few dances, and that it was a constant repetition of the dances that made ^for._-..i2iprovement in
the
dance, Ra^ther than teaching "basic steps and fuadementals separately, we used instead, folk dances that were
simple incorporating these "basic skills
'i

n-amher of dances

"¥e tried to impress the philosophy that authentic
or traditional folk dances were mostly easy ones meant

for community recreation "by everyone; that exhibitions
and competitions were not healthy for a good folk
dance movement.
"We tried to show that

leaders should teach what

is "best for the whole group and community and not wha.t
he or she likes, and that vjhile the leader may get ti-

red of teaching the same dances over and over again,
it may he just the right thing for the group.
"We tried to

show that all dances in hooks, or
visiting leaders, were v/orthwhile do~
ing or learning; that just as in any field there were
good and bad things, and that a good leader must learn
to he discriminating in his choice of materials. We
tried to teach methods of sorting out the traditional
from the synthetic.

"brought over "by

^1
"We tried to show that teachers should not create
should try
a teacher-pupil relationship so much, "but
ijo' "bo a-ftl&n.^, .aharigg something with ano"ther_ friend;
that the dances should "be presented as fun.
"We are sure that our teaching techniques were of
ten revolutionary (o,s were some of our ohservations)
accepted for thoughtful considera"but they v/ere all
That they "took" in many areas
tion "by the Jap8,nese.
manifested in the May 3rd Tokyo Festival and at
x^/as
the G-jTnnastic meet, and at some of the later areas we
taught in during the patter part of the tour.

"One of our interpreters made a sage ?^^^
I'j •" s 'f akeuchi-san v/ho
^^^^^Sh,
said "Esfcrff: -rcj. c^-ne many danced well, ^Mm$^k\
^
'-^'^
"but not all liam;ilyj now, all dance
fef happily and well,"
-^--^^T -^--^
olDservr.tion.

'

^ u^ U' ^ O' y^

ti^

A'™/^^".

"^."^A

•.-•

'^
/

*

And now it comes time for me to
VV' .''.''•':'
emlDarrass one of the members of our par-'i_:'--^^''^.^- •'
'
\.t---:^-iXviiiy
ty. I know tha.t he would ohject most
strenuously to the things I am ah out to
write. He is one of the most humhle men
it has "been my priviledge to kno^fj' and
wants no credit, pra,ise or recognition
for his pa.rt in the enterprise, prefer-

1

.

.-/

ring always to stay in the hackgroiond.
Yet he is the one man most res pons ihle
for "bringing us to Japan. I am speaking now of Mr Sirl
Buckley, a, na.tive of St John, Hew Brijinswick, Canada, &
for several years associated with the National Committee H^CA's of Japan.

A graduate of Springfield (Mass) "Z^'ICA College he
had studied at Folk Dance House and attended one of
the Kaine Folk Dance Gamps, and shortly after arriving
It
in Japan, conceived the idea of "bringing us over.
took several years of talking, 'irTri ting, a^nd planning,
along with a couple of heart-hreaking set "backs, hut
once the U.S» Cultural Exchange of Persons organization sanctioned the idea, tlriings moved swiftly to the

climax

I

have "been writing alDout.

Not only di-d Hferle "brief -as on the crastoms of the
coimtry, hut he took time daily to teach us a hit of
the language.; counseled us on program, a.nd the choice
of dancGs; -acted as interpreter if need arose; and his
knowledge of. the people made him an invaluahle aid to
us. It was a sheer stroke of genius dn somehody^s part
to .include him in the group.

He had on his hands 5 different personalities to
contend v/ith and keep happy and contented. He took
Over scores of siaall detailf5 and minor prohlems that
vjere "bound to arise
ann. did. so
with ease, his fine,
sense of hinnor easing teneions and tempers that otherwise might hn-^B rsiachei ^<zi 'bT-eaking point. I am proud
to salute a. very ^gallam; gentleman. Slaintel
;,

People in this country should he proud of the per
sonnel of the American Imhassy in Tokyo, and especially of Messrs 'Ble.c'k and LeMyer of the Cultural Sxcgange
of Persons Branch, "both of whom went out of their way
many times to assist us.
And let^s not forget their
charming wives, hless them hoth.
Sure, I know that the Imbassy people are there to
lend all aid and succor to fellow Americans, hut they
did it with s. smile and a readiness that vjs.s truly the
epitdme- of kindliness.
/.
T / ^ <::5::^•i:^. ^i:*
The little things that
9ne rememhers: the total ah- ( J ^'^/'i''''')z:2^^^-^-S. ik
sence of hook notches thr ough f^-, ''V f /''C'/CSX ^'^'''•^y
out the country, instead we
\Vy'"iv //^/T K')V//
found hozes of "safety" matches^'i
'"^^iJ// J
7^'//xV7
^'^::>^/y^^ 'ZZly^
everjnrjhere; the small piles of
J^-^- "C/
salt outside the door of our
(^V^^^/vlJ^^V^^^^-^^^
"^— -f'' \-^ -^^T'^'
Osaka inn, an old folk custom
•

J

.,"

!

inviting good luck and prosperity; >y^/
the wooden kokeshi dolls of Sendai
y ^qax/v^'-^^^'-'^^^^'^^
in a wide variety of sizes ranging
^
/^.^.^^ju^,.'^
'"
?t-f^J:^^ (
from one-^lf inch high to over
'

J^
'•4

.f

pC^fp-C^^y^^^

^3
three feet; the colorfiil and -asefixL "happi" or coolie
coats for sale in all cities; small "kairo" or pocket
warmers so useful diiring cold winter months, generally
metal "boxes, they radiate comfortahle vjarmth for many
hours v„dthout refilling; the innumerable porcelain or
wooden "maneki-neko" ("beckoning cats) seen in restaurants and stores 8.s a charm to draw visitors and customers, so-called hecause of the widespread "belief that
when a c8.t passes its left paw over its left ear it is
a sign that visitors will come; 'sand^^rich men' caviled
"chindonya" , advertising everything from patent meditihe
cine p,Q special sales; street artists in ITagoys.;
'nigh-pitched yells of approval of the kabuki afiicionados seated in the topmost halcony of the Tokyo i^^l^uLii
theatre; the contagious laughter of school ^: r'J s 'Talking home frcm school; the 20 mile aveniie ci ciyptomorshrines of
ia trees leading from Utsonomiya to the
of children all dressNikko; the increda"ble num"ber
ed alike, from the time they enter kindergarten until
vrith
"blue-"black 'uniforms,
graduating from college
"but
suppose,
regimentation
I
form
of
a
"brass "buttons,
"beauty
breathtaking
the
pockethook;
papa,-san's
nice on
mountains
one of the world's
of Piajimma, which is
"noren"
about
the
said
it;
that lives up. to everything
mothers
of
the
manner
or curtains over shop entrances;
carrying their babies on their backs, similar to the
way an Indian papoose is carried; the steaming hot
springs of Beppu; the custom of tying mckages with a
loop in the string to make it easier to carry; and the
square "furoshiki" or carrying handkerchiefs, the most
common method of cs.rrying several packages at one time;
the custom of ali^jays saying "Itade^kimasu" before eating, somewhat in the p/'
manner of saying grace; the little
birds about the size of a sparrov";
^1^
called "yama^ra" seen at all fes- J^^T^"^"^^^
tivals and on city streets, telling I_^^^,i><'y^
yonr fortune for 10 yen by means
^,S^^^'-'.'-yj-'.]^''^-.p^^
of picking out a folded paper
,^:^SjX^t^ :/'•/: 1^
from a tiny replica of a shrine '^/^^\^C^-^-^y^^-^s^)
"^
and hopping fearlessly onto
^/.V /"^
''i^S2i
your hand and placing the paper'v.^ X/3

—

'

therein "before hop-oing "back to its master /?>. ^
/ ...
with many excited chirps ;all these and
:'j3i
ma-ny more remain with me lilce gems in a j<>ii ci^'^j^"--^^
necklace of memory.
'-S^Vli
/

l

How can I ever forget the most /<'0 fi^\>''r''9'Sv
priceless gift that I received whilq^C' lyS^ii^i^^^'iiX/v^
in Japan? It happened in Sendai
"f • .l^'l|i%^v' t-r--A
like this: the final night's par- ^P^ ^v l '-'(ii^'-vV' -V/v^^
.-r <y^'-''
ty was a ^y one and one of
^'i^ ?>r::£/^ \\,
l4
^^'^
the gayest ws.s a sweet little '
v^'v'-' fi-;M/'^'^'{i>\\-v
1^
^
'"\^V^%
girl of mayte 5 or 6 yeers. She
^^"^i 't^'.'v
was standing with. her.Tnother near
the sta,ge, chattering axcv't-^dly,
clapping her tir^^r :-_?n.nrs. ^..i. skip"^'^
ping around in -s-i-ll clrc'^es in time to the
music* I co-^^Iiii^l rjoist, and went over to her, b cawed
deeply, and in my best Japa. nese asked the honor of
having the ds,nce with her. The mother nodded assent
and of f we went. The little girl \-i2^^ an apt pupil. A
"bit later in the
evening another easy folk dance was
played, and again we danced together.

A

,

'.

-

^'

i

•'

,

At the close of the festivities, each of our
group was presented with a huge >cuQuet of flowers.
Selecting the largest rod carns.tion I co-old find in
mine, I presented it to my charming dancing partner.

After the party ended, all was confusion in the
-dressing room - as usual - folks running around seeking autographs and iust wa.nting to talk. Peeling a
tug on the sleeve of my kimono I glanced around to
see the same young girl and her mother. The wee one
handed me a sinall piece of colored cardhoard and said
it TfTas for me.
An interpreter, close "by, translated
the mother's '»^ords.
It was a replica of the child ^s
lunch "box, which she had ms.de in kindergarten class
.

Just that day.
She showed me hov/ the_ cardboard should be folded
to form a box about 4xlxl-g-, Actual value? Maybe 1 yen.
Yet there isnH money enough in the world to get me to
part with it. ¥hen she grows up perliaps she will remein

^:'5

the party in Sendai and the American man who danced with her. I know that I shall never forget it nor
never part v/ith that particular gift»

"bor

Our last night in Japan was
one
not spent in
sleeping - much as we may ha.ve needed it. There were
too many things to pack and sort over. Somehow vie man
aged to cram everything we were taking hom© with us
into OMT hags; put oior na.mes on the others we
were
leaving "behind for the Asahi Shimhun tO' ship to New
York "by "boat - and they made a pretty "big pile on the
floor of the Herman's room "believe me I Thank hea,vens
we were allowed 60 pounds excess "bag^ge for we need
ed it. By not taking with me all of the "books I'd pur
chased - /^.rle -r. l^d them to me later - and hy "buying another bug 1 rnr naged to stuff everything into my
luggage. Let's forget ah out the customs man in Honolu
lu where I had to make out a list of everything I had
The
acquired and place a value on each item to hoot
good inspector didn't helieve they were all gifts and
you can't argue x»7ith customs personnel!
I

How excited the management of the inn hecame
upon learning tliat Prince and Princess Makasa wsre
to take lunch with us that noon.
Don't ever try to
tell me that the Japanese people never hecome excitedl
time
Time v:aits for no man, and all too soon it was
for us to drive to Haneda airport,
I
find it very difficult to write ah out those
last few hours in Japan,
It sounds unhelieveahle hiit
the
country hut seven too
we
"been
in
it is true:
had
short weeks, and we were finding it very difficult- to
leave. I don't quite understand how such a thing could
happenWe xfere gla,d to he returning home - yet v/e
hated to go.
-

It w?.sn't too had in the main lohhy of the huilding where scores of acqua.intances had ge.thered to see
long
-as off. But once up the flight of stairs to the
passageway leading down to the final signing-out room
it was another matter. Here we found our interpreters
and a few of our closest friends lined up for the last

farswell. They say that the Japanese are an iinGmotional people, "btit tTial; is a lie. There were tcavs in oiir
eyes here, and our tears mingled as ve threw o-ur arms
aroimd these kind folks who had "been so does -to -as
the past weeks* Yanagita-s an and I tried manfully
to
control o-urSDiTires as ^^e a.ppr cached the end of the line,
hut we just eouldn't go through with it, and with tears
streaming down (Our faces lAre emhraced 8>s if we were own
brothers — and truly I feel that we are.
.

i?x;complished our unofficial misI hope thTit we
sion in raalring a fe%T friends for Imerica; I know tiiat
there are fiire neif friends of Japan* Sayonara.
xxx^dccxzq:

The

-End

UIDSE CarSlJjimj^im - You never heard of it.
RELIABLE SODRGZi - The guy you just met,
¥E ARE MMim A 2T!M1^ - T^e are trying to tMnk of an
answer.
CONSULTANT ( OS ESPSRT) - Jkn^ ordinary guy 50 miles
from home*
A PROGRAJi -..-Any assignment that can't he completed "by
one telephone cr.ll.
THE ISSUE IS CLOSED - I'm tired of the -v?hole thiiig.
LET»S GET TOGETHM <M THIS - I'm assuming that you^re
as confused as I am.

you lose your head, then hold your tongue.
Opportunity doesnH knock so often hut temptation
seems to pound a^jay every da,y.
A well-reared girl should never wear slacks*
advice he generally wants jrour
l^/hen a man seeks your
praise.
Ir^liat
you don't know may not hurt you, hut it sure
amuses a lot of people.
If your head- is to large., you may not he ahle to get
into scMe good opening.
Common sense in an uncommon degree is what the v/orld
calls wisdcan - Coleridge
Some people are like blotters; they sopJc it all in
hut get it all hacfc^^rds.
"liHien

I

noh\ r

TOY/M
:/^?:^:i^^^^-M.

VITTLSS

'

/

Merrill B-Qi*ton, Streetsville, Ontario, sends ia
this recipe, sa^/ing "It is a recipe -"/hich came dc/jn
from my grandmother, and one which I have never come
across anywhere else.
Grandma arrived in Canada in
1855 J s-nd spent the remainder of her 93 years in one
area of Western Ontario, This recipe may not "be so
old; I don't know
rea-lly, but it is -unique and
truly
delicious, especially v/ith cold meats or hot chicken,
turkey, duck and other fowl"

l-frs

BED PSPPMl RULISH or Pepper Jelly
Remove seeds from 12 sweet red peppers.
Put through
mincer, cover with cold water and let come to a "boil.
Drain, Add 2 lemons quartered (flip out seeds). Cover
(scant) with vinegar. Eoil J hour. Add l-g- lbs, white
sugar. Boil until thick. Remove lemons and "bottle.
Makes 4-6 small jelly glasses of relish.
I. Tira-nt

to take this

space to

acknowledge with thanks

the following readers who so kindly ha.ve sent me copies of old recipe hooks: Mrs Clara Buckminster and
Arthur Trom"bley, Marl"boro, IT.H,; Dr Clifford Story, St

Paul, Minn.; Marianne Taylor, Watertown, Mass.; Angela Taylor, Reading, Mass.; Mrs llancy Lo"b, Boston, Mass,;
Viola Wil"by, Deerfield, Ifess.; Mrs Wilder, Ben Lomond,
California; Annette Thompson, Port Lauderdale, Plorida*

AMU. Sl^OW'S
This

GIlTGEElBRJiM)

makes a large giTigerbxead*
your 8x13 inch pan»

(One

ycm will

-want to

l)ake in

1 cup su^r
2 eggs

4 cixp shortening
i cup molasses
•J-

teaspoon salt

2-f

2 teaspoons soda
1 teaspoon ciinmrnon

cups sifted all purpose
floiir

1 teaspoon ginger
1 cup "boiling v^ter

Cream shortening — margarine is fine. Add sugar gradually. Add 2 eggs, one at a time, heating well after
each addition* Add J cup molasses. Sift all-porpose
flour, Measiore and sift together with 2 teaspoons soda
1 teaspoon ginger, 1 teaspoon cinnamon and -f teaspoon
salt. Add sifted dry ingredients, ahcut a third at a
time. Add 1 cup hoiling \?ater last. Eaat "boiling water
into mixture. Havs greased pan ready. Turn batter into
pan and hake at 375 degrees for ^5 minutes. Serve hot
x-jith hutter, or topped ^'/ith whipped cream or a thicken
ed fruit sau.ce.
a^iUSAGE-STUPPSD ACORN SQUASH

^ small acorn squash
3/^ ih sausage meat

cnip minced onion
4 cups soft bread crumbs
1 teaspoon salt

4

Cut squash in hs^lves, lengthwise, Bemove seeds. Place
cut side down on a rack in a skillet, and add 2/3 cup
water. Cover, and steam 10 minutes. To make stuffing,
mash sausage meat with a fork, and cook "ontil lightly
Add onion, and cook
broT^^led.
Vo-^jt off half the fat.
5 minutes. Add crumbs and salt. Stuff squash with sau
sage mixt-<2re» Place in shalloiir baking po.n vjith about
g- cup boiling water.
Bake in moderate oven, 375 degrees for 30 minutes.
i'^J^i^
"

^jyj^

•
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EGGS & MIJilD BOLOGM
OE TQA.ST WITH CHEESE SAUCE

BWILW

k hard cooked eggs
2 tsps prepared ©ustard
g- tsp salt
Dash pepper
Dash onion salt
1 tbsp sala^d dressing

teaspoon vinegar
process American cheese
-i
cup
water
2
8 thin slices TDologna
1 tbsp margarine
8 slices toast
1

lib

Cut eggs in half lengthwise » Mash yolks with mustard,
salts pepper, onion salt, salad dressing, and vinegar.
Stuff eggs. Cut cheese in pieces, and put in skillet

with T/ijater, Cook slowly until cheese melts, stirring
until smooth, He-?-t nolf.—.a in hot margarine. For each
serving, put 2 cTic^^s tr.sG on ^:)late. Cover each slice
vjith a piece of TDclogris, ^
Place
stuffed egg in center. Pour a little chaese sauce over top.
-g-

JAPA!J}^SE STJiriYilKI - Hav.'ailan Style
3 thsp cooking oil
1 clove ^rlic, minced

Ih lean pork sliced thin
1 medium onion, sliced
2 oz can sliced "broiled

J

tsp kitchen liouquet
cup diagonally sliced
mushrooms
celery
1-J cups thinly sliced white
radishes or small turnips
li tsps salt
i tsp ginger
1

1

Place oil in frying pan. Add pork v/hich has "been thinly sliced across the grain of the meat. Let cook until
nearly done and lightly "browned (ahout 5 minutes). Add
minced garlic and onion xirhich has "been halved then cut
in slivers lengthwise.
Continue cooking for ahout 5
minutes. Stir in kitchen "bouquet, then add contents of
can of m^jshrooms, celery, radishes, salt and ginger.
Serve with fluffy cooked rice. Serve a simple fruit
am"brosia for dessert
following yo-ur sukiyaki along
with crisp plaih sugar cookies.
"rvr.tjr^;
<^s

;.»

.,

ORIEM'AL AMBROSIA.
'

2 tangerines
2 banazias coarsely diced
2 slices canned pineapple -g- ciip sliced preserved kum-

dicei

q-uats

^

2 tbsp sliced preserved

cup moist shredded coconut

ginger (optional)
'^ cup plneap'ple juice.
'

_

.

Peel andi section tangerines. Halve section, removing
any seeds. Place in a Tjowl and add the remaining ingredient s«,' Toss lightly together with fork to mix thoroughly. Cover and chill well 'until ready to serve,
TIM5S HAVE

CHAMJIilD

Copy of an item in the January 11, 1957 issue of '*United Opinion^' rural country weekly, Bradford, Vermont,
*The following advertisement T^-as
taken from the United
Opinion of J^iday, ITovsmher 10, I889
*

THAiTISGIVim GOOD THINGS ECR NOV. 30
3 l"bs nice raisins, 25 cents. 7 IT^s soda until
ITov, 39 for 25 cents. Citron, sweet potatoes'',&
cranljerries, celery, cheese, prunes, if/hi te on-

-

ions, olives, chox'\f-chow and a good line of can
ned goods.
2 Ihs good coffee 25 cents. 3 l^s fine coffee,
overshoes and
50 cents. 1 "buckle lumhermans
for
$2.50. 2 huckle for $2.75. Over liters,
Men, ladies and Children,
Heece' lined undefv/ear, 50 cents. Light weight
25 cents.
Sheathing, Eeponset and tarred papers, full line
hardware & carpenter^s tools. 3- car of sleighs,
"and a few second hand stfcves that have "been ta
ken of parties/ that put in furnaces. (Signed - -)
E.P, Warren, IfeLirlee, Vermont
^„ ^
'

•

.

^
'••*

.'>^";x^
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D TIMES IN

NEW ENGLA
Bob Akin of Wakefield, Mass, remembers the 8,r:~irien-l, s,t
a toxfn meeting aTDoiit building a road over a hill
when he was a boy in Vermont,
The highi'/ay committee v/anted the road to -^-xyii straight
route would cost
over the top, and a.rgues that this
less money than to build it around the side of the
hill, which vrouM make the trip easier for the traveler.

all proponents of the hill-top plan had finished
speaking, a farmer who seldom raised his voice stood
up and said:

^feen

"Have you durned fools ever locked at the handle of a
bucket? It ain't any longer when it's standing up thaa
when it's layin' down".

In the last century, there lived a man up in Eayston,
Vt. vrhose chief source of income was the "barbed v/ire
and lightning" xvhich he produced and sold without bene
fir of revenue stamps. After being put out of business
complained to the sheriff that
for the last time, he

given another two years he would have had his farm all
paid for and it would have been his 'free and clear'.

After paying his debt to the government, he started a
-^teiit medioine husiness, gathering the herhs necessary for tie Txre*/ from -^/herever he co-aid find them.

l^en
"©h
Tha,t

asked him where he found them he replied:
all r^ourd. here. J.11 except in' one that is.
don't even jgr.ow. im -the TTnited States. I have ter
soine;Qne

they''jr8

go over li&eT Mqm IfejnpshirB

-to i'ind

ttj^

Changing seasons hrlnf mth them diffexeiiit activities.
Crops hs.ve been harvested. 51 elds are hles.k and bare.
This is a time of delightful anticipation for those
v/ho enjoy real 3Iew England cookir^.

Both men and vomen ^ho are ^o<:^^ eodks are preparing
for the a.nmml Harvest Supper in thoir locality. Committees of rhatever locp.l group has undertaken the
task have their plans formulated.
Soon signs >rill appear in the post office and general
store, telling what everyone has long since known:
that a chicken pie (or perhaps it's turkey) supper
will be served at one of the local halls or churches.
Jot weeks there has been dissent! on among certain committee members. Some have insisted that if the price
were set as high as a dollar, it would keep many av^'ay.
Others have pointed out, often with more force than
tact, that even though all vegetables and pies will be
donated, with the price of chicken way up xvhere a body
can hardly afford to buy it an^/ more, if you don't get
twice that amount you will never raise the $48 needed
to repair those town hall steps.

After much bitter argument and sevei^l acrimonius meet

i
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ings, including one where some of the more stuT^lDorn
pointedly stayed away, the price has heen set; prol)a^bly at $1.50.

The great day finally arrives.. If you are fortunate enough to attend, you vjill he seated at long tahles,
prohahly on hard wooden henches seating five or more.
The tahles will he laden with serving dishes of chicken pie with hiscuit topping, "buttered green "beans, red
flannel hash, mashed potatoes, turnips and various salads and pickles'v'

After

drinking the swallow of slightly v/arm tomato
paper cup, considerahle time will "be
s'.^nt
passing t"ne hot and heaping dishes, as you pile
on ^-our plate helpings of the appetizing things of fared you.
juice from the

Suddenly, you find yourself, of necessity, acquainted
with those around you.' The room is filled with noisy
conversation and laughter. At last you prepare to attack your dinner.
Just as you have "both hands
occupied with knife and
fork, a helated dish of jellied sala-d is pe.ssed to you.
Resignedly, you lay down the silvervjare, then hesitate
a minute as you decide
there isn't a single place to
pat a spoonful where it won't "be quickly melted hy the
heaped-up steaming viands you already have.

you pass it to your neighbor who, resenting the interruption, disdains discarding either knife
or fork, hut
still holding them, somehow grasps the
dish a-nd miraculously passes it on to his tahlemate
v;ithout stahhing either of you.

Eegretf-'ally,

Meamfhile girls are "busily scurrying about serving coffee, then hurrying hack trying to find the few who
v/anted tea or milk or just plain cold water.

Conversation h^s suddenly ceased and only sibilant
sounds of people ind^astricusly enjoying food are heard.

54
In short order, your heaping plate is eaptied.

Surprisingly

enough you

find

yourself

consuming

a

siza'ble piece of puaipkin pie in spite of the fact that

for over a y^ir now, you have
kind.

eaten no

pastry of any

lour new-found friend on your left is confidentially
telling yoa ths^t you MI3S!i? taste the mince pie that Mrs
Danforth csal^s fr<3!E the same receipt her great-grandmother used.
HcBPrified, and

i-rith eyes slightly glazed, you watch as
she slides a steaming t-^edge on your plate. Surely, not
of yonr oivn volition, you. somehoy; eat laost of it.

Ycni find the
others are attempting to posh back the
hench.
You.
ride ^d.th it, stagger to your feet and
le^^.ve the hall, nsaking your ^;ay through an entry fill-*
ed with, people impatient to take your place at the
"second table**.

InE

TOWN

BORN: June 28, to Mr & Mr? Salter Jjob, a son, Jonathan
Rudolf.
BORN: Sept. .12 -to Mr & Mrs Harold Esarney, a son, Greg
ory Michael
M^LHRIID: Cynthia Dunbar and Dudley Laufmant September
22 in Concord, 1^«H« A square dance reception was held,
for th^ that 'Sam0 afternoon in Chester, N.H«
Write to "Square Mnce Associates", J^eeport, Long Island for a copy of their new catalog so as to take ad-|
vantage of their •Bonus Offer".
i
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If you are
traveling throu^ Florida this coming Winter, plan on visiting v/ith the Hal Brundages whose ad
dress from Octo'ber 17th - mid-April will "be: 12078
104th St IJorth, Orange Lake Village, Largo, Florida.

Saturday Square Dances, Louise Winston calling each
1st & 3rd Saturdays at the Unitarian Parish House, 6
Eliot St. Jamaica Plain, Mass. 8-11 p.m.
KENTUCKY'S TEl'. STATjH IN »58. The 7th Annual National
Square Dance Convention will he held June 19, 20 &
21, 1958, in Louisville, Kentucky, in the new Kentucky
Exposition Center, Further information may he obtained
hy writing ^National Square Dance Convention' P.O. Box
1553, Louisville 1, Ky,
The Scottish Country Dance Society, Boston, Mass. announce that classes are now heing held every Monday
evening, from 700 to 10; 15, at Sargent College Gj^n, 6
'Verett St. Camhridge, Mass. Membership in the organization costs hut $1.00 per year.
Send your dollar to
Miss Jean Ford, 90 Kensington Park, Arlington 7^K Mass,
The Country Ite.nce Society, Boston Centre, open their
l8th season of 'Square Dance Drop-In-IVenings» every
Thursday night 8-10 p,m» Live music. Good c;?.lling. Fun
for all, "beginning October 3rd at Union Boat Club.
Folk Dance Associates, Chicago, Illinois opened their
8th year of folk dancing Friday night, September 20th.
They will continue to meet at the Gymnasium of St.
Paul's Episcopal Church at 50th St & Dorchester Ave.
each Friday evening 8-11:30 p»m. They are sponsoring
a Folk Dance Institute with Michael & Mary Ann Herman,
internationally knovrn folk dance tea.chers, open to all
November 8 & 9»
All sessions to be held at Gage Park
Auditorium, 2^15 "vilest 55th St. Chicago, Illinois.
Nov/
available on a nev/ label "THE PAl^IPJH" three
Dutch Folk Ifences; three Israeli Dances. Instructions
included, $1.25 per record. Order from: Panpipes, 1318
Grant Ave. San Francisco, or fraa Hargail, 130 West
56th St. New York City.
"HACimDA HOLIDAY" a Thanksgiving Week-end for Square
& Round Dancers, Nov. 27th to Dec. 1st at the Hacienda
Hotel, New Port Richey, Florida. Manning & Nita Smith;
Don & Marie Armstrong, instructors.
The Seacoast Region Square Dance Association in it's

ninth season, i^ill have Harold Mattson as feattired caller, Satiirday^ Nov. l6th in the Dover(N,H.)
City Hall Audit or itun.
10th Anniial Texas Polk Dance Camp officially opens
noon Nov. 28th and continues thru Sunday of the same
week, at Bastrop State Park, Bastrop, Texas, ITor
more information ir/rite Manuel Gromez, Jr. 219 E-oll
ing G-reen, San Antonio, Texas.
Ruth & Bill Schenck and daughter Katrina have arrived in Istan"bul, Turkey, for a 3 year stay at Rohert College where Bill is to teach engineering.
Their address is: Rol^ert Eolej, Behek P E 8, Istan
hul, Turkey.
There will he a special English Dance Workshop with
May Gadd & ile'nn:r!3 of the Country Dance Society, at
Folk Dance ^Icuse, 103 west l6th St. MC, Saturday &
Sunday, Novemher 16-1?.
The Duquesne University 'Tamhouritzans are scheduled to he in John Hancock Hall, Boston, Mass. night
of Tuesday, January, 28th 1958. Better plan on it.
'
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